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Milan Design Week 2017
Australian designer Ross Gardam will be presenting his new limited edition Ora 23k
Gold Desk Lamp during Milan Design Week. The exhibition will feature new pieces
from 11 of Australian leading designers and is presented by Local Design in the 5 Vie
Art and Design district in Milan.
The limited edition desk lamp has a production run of only two pieces, that are fully
plated in 23K gold. Ora’s precision machined gold form is characterised by its rare
orbiting shade. The user can tilt the shade, directing the warm glow and then rotate
it around the body. The hidden magnetic joint also allows Ora to snap back into the
horizontal position. “Ora is such a tactile product. Although it is outwardly beautiful
it really requires interaction to be truly appreciated” says Gardam.
The Australian company exports products worldwide to a strong client base and
views the presence in Milan as an opportunity to meet new partners to bring the
growing collection of lighting to additional regions. “Each of our lighting collections
has its own unique personality and the products translate well to any contemporary
market. The lighting utilises high quality Australian based manufacturing and we
are keen to see our products perform well in array of locations.” says Gardam.
The exhibition will be running from the 3rd to 9th of April, 2017 at Oratorio Della
Passione, Piazza Sant’Ambrogio, District 5 Vie, Milan. Local Design have organised
the exhibition and it is proudly supported by Brickworks Building Products.

About Ross Gardam
Ross Gardam is an Australian furniture and lighting company established in 2007.
Each product is handcrafted in Melbourne, Australia, by local artisans and makers.
Pairing traditional craft techniques with high end manufacturing technology results
in products which are elegant, accessible and made for today. All products are
designed by Ross Gardam and embody a unique contemporary aesthetic.
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